In contrast to bulk materials, nanoscale crystal growth is critically influenced by size-and shape-dependent properties. However, it is challenging to decipher how stoichiometry, in the realm of mixed-valence elements, can act to control physical properties, especially when complex bonding is implicated by short and long-range ordering of structural defects. Here, solution-grown iron-oxide nanocrystals (NCs) of the pilot wüstite system are found to convert into iron-deficient rock-salt and ferro-spinel sub-domains, but attain a surprising tetragonally distorted local structure. Cationic vacancies within chemically uniform NCs are portrayed as the parameter to tweak the underlying properties. These lattice imperfections are shown to produce local exchange-anisotropy fields that reinforce the nanoparticles' magnetization and overcome the influence of finite-size effects. The concept of atomic-scale defect control in subcritical size NCs, aspires to become a pathway to tailor-made properties with improved performance for hyperthermia heating over defect-free NCs.
Introduction
Iron oxides are at the research forefront as they encompass important mixed-valent states [1] that impact their physical properties and its technological potential, [2] extending from energy storage devices to catalysts and electrochemical cells. Moreover, since the principal oxidation states (II-IV) of iron carry atomic magnetic moments, spontaneous cooperative magnetic order is stabilized, which offers a highly exploitable modality, extending from spintronics and recording media [3] to the rapidly developing nanobiotechnology. [4] In the latter field of interest, nanoscale magnetic particles for biomedical applications draw significant benefits from the volume-dependence of magnetism, and especially when superparamagnetism (a state not permanently magnetized) is established below a critical particle size. [5] Consequently, there is high demand for controlling the crossover amongst different states of magnetisation in order to improve the particles' magnet-facilitated performance, for making image contrast agents, heat emission "hyperthermia" systems, or even mechanical force nanovectors. [6] More specifically, radio frequency magnetic heating of single-crystalline nanoparticles (i.e. nanocrystals), is emerging as a novel strategy for activating temperature-sensitive cellular processes, [7] but requires non-toxic biocompatible nanomaterials and understanding how structure-morphology relationships can be used as design parameters. Optimizing hyperthermia efficacy depends on magnetic loss mechanisms attributed to Néel-Brown relaxations, which evolve with the magnetic anisotropy constant (K) and saturation magnetization (M S ). [8] In practice, relaxation times vary by changing intrinsic nanocrystal factors, including size, [9] shape, [10] and composition [11] . While single magnetic cores of pure iron-metal particles may offer superior heating efficiency, their questionable stability in biological media, [12] has led researchers to develop iron-oxide particles (e.g. ferrites: Fe 3δ O 4 , γ-Fe 2 O 3 etc) as a versatile and biocompatible class of materials. [13] The quest for nanocrystals (NCs) that surpass the performance of a single magnetic core is motivated further by the design-concept of controlling the spatial distribution of chemical composition within a single motif, [14] such as core@shell and thin-film heterostructures. Distinct phases grown in a core@shell topology, with contrasting magnetic state constituents (e.g. antiferromagnetic (AFM), ferro-and/or ferri-magnetic (FM/FiM) subdomains), offer a powerful way to tune the nanoscale magnetic properties and boost the particles' hyperthermia response. [10] This rests on the important capability to adjust the particle's anisotropy through the interfacial exchange interactions between the bi-magnetic component phases. [15] The extent to which the emerging exchange-bias (H EB ) [16] plays a key role is regulated by varying the core-shell volume ratio, surface/interface structure and the composition itself. [17] Thus, optimal design of hyperthermia agents requires the right kind of defect-structure to modulate favorable magnetic relaxations. As we show in this work, these mechanisms can be modeled using Monte Carlo methods.
In this endeavor solution-chemistry methods are widely used to develop size- [18] and shape- [19] controlled ferrite-based nanocrystals, and facilitate their interfacial connectivity on a nanoscale motif, e.g. Fe@Fe 3-δ [22] etc.. Within these systems, unforeseen magnetic properties are occasionally reported, [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] especially when thermodynamically metastable phases such as wüstite [27] or novel interfaces are introduced during the nanoscale particle nucleation and growth. For example, during the oxidative conversion of AFM wüstite (Fe x O, Fig. 1a ) into a FM spinel magnetite (Fe 3-δ O 4 , Fig. 1b ), the internal structure of the as-made core@shell Fe x O@Fe 3 O 4 NCs evolves with the composition gradients influenced by stresses. [28] While a reduction in the AFM@FM interface area and core anisotropy, lowers H EB , [29] antiphase boundaries (APBs) in the structure, are found to raise the particle anisotropy. Surprisingly, this paves the way to non-zero H EB even in the fully oxidized, Fe 3-δ O 4 -like derivatives of wüstite. [25] It is interesting to note that APB defects are a favored low-energy growth pathway for Fe 3 O 4 -films [30] that modify the exchange interactions and give rise to anomalous magnetic behavior with important applications. [31] , [32] These peculiar performances, for NCs in the critical size range of 20-30 nm, were correlated with perturbations of the periodic potential of the iron atomic coordination by lattice defects, which are hard to waive out in post-synthesis treatments, but are preventable by strategic redox tuning of the Fe-valence during the reaction itself. [33] The preceding discussion demonstrates that the properties of otherwise single-crystalline ferrite particles are influenced by a significant fraction of atoms at the various particle "limits", the surfaces and internal interfaces. [34] , [35] , [36] This necessitates characterization of the detailed atomic arrangements within the Fe x O-Fe 3 O 4 phase-space available to the chemical synthesis methods. Effectively, research efforts focus on solving a multiple length scale problem, [37] by combining surface (e.g. electron microscopy) and bulk (e.g. powder diffraction) sensitive probes. Total scattering experiments though, coupled to atomic pair distribution function (PDF) analysis, can reach beyond such limitations. [38] Our present work reports on the added value of the PDF method, which, in contrast to nearneighbor probes like EXAFS and NMR, is able to probe a relatively wide field of view (∼10 nm) in a single experiment by reporting how local (nanoscale) distortions are correlated throughout the structure.
While chemical phase and stoichiometry ultimately control nanoscale magnetic properties, the rational choice of the critical particle size, with optimal magnetic anisotropy, [39] is ∼20 nm and determines the applications. [39] , [40] In practice though, thermodynamic and kinetic parameters at nanoscale surfaces and interfaces are expected to trigger nanoscale crystal growth via energetically favorable structural-defect pathways. This serves to render the control of defects as an extra tuning knob. Here, we investigate the nature of structural defects established during the course of the spontaneous, oxidative conversion of wüstite into Fe x O-Fe 3 O 4 NCs. We focus on a series of NCs with increasing particle size in the range 8-18 nm, which differ structurally and morphologically. Our results establish a quantitative relationship between favorable vacancy-induced disorder and tailored magnetic properties, a potentially important tweaking factor at subcritical particle sizes (<20 nm). Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate broader implications for the right kind of defect structure to mediate the magnetic loss mechanisms in favor of efficient energy transfer into heat even for 10 nm NCs.
Results

Structural insights
Single-particle local structure
Four nanoparticle samples were made available for this study, with specimen of spherical shape, entailing diameters of 8.1 ± 0.6 nm and 15.4 ± 1.3 nm and of cubic shape, obtaining edge-lengths of 12.3 ± 0.7 nm and 17.7 ± 1.7 nm (Fig. S1 ). Henceforth, these are called S8, S15, C12 and C18, where 'S' stands for spherical and 'C' for cubic morphologies. Moreover, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) ( Fig. 2a-d ) suggests that the smaller S8 and C12 NPs entail a domain of a single-phase material, but the bimodal contrast in the larger S15 and C18 points that above a particle size of ∼12 nm two nanodomains are attained. The coexistence of dark and light contrast features in the S15 and C18 could be justified assuming that two chemical phases, of varying electron diffracting power, share the same nanoparticle volume. Crystallographic image processing by Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of the relevant HRTEM images results in their corresponding (spot) electron diffraction patterns ( Fig. 2e -h). The unequivocal indexing of reflections in the S8 and C12 specimen may suggest that these adopt the magnetite type of phase ( Fig. 2e, f ). On the other hand, a similar conclusion cannot be made after the evaluation of the FFT patterns of the apparently bimodal contrast S15 and C18 specimen as the cubic spinel and rock salt reflections ( Fig. 2g , h) appear to be resolution limited. The behavior appears in line with the tendency of bulk wüstite for oxidative conversion, [41] , [42] and infers a process analogous to its elimination from ∼23 nm core@shell Fe x O@Fe 3-δ O 4 nanoparticles. [25] The long and short-range modulations of the selected (hkl) atomic planes could become more easily isolated with direct space images derived from the inverse FFT synthesis of chosen families of reflections. We find that the (400) (or (200) for the core@shell S15 and C18 NPs) family generates perfect atomic planes ( Fig. S2 .1-2.4) and their spacing could be attributed to the Fe 3-δ O 4 spinel (or Fe 1-x O rock-salt) type of structure. However, the (220) family ( Fig. 2i -l), deviates from being faultless ( Fig. S3 ). Geometric Phase Analysis (GPA) [43] of the (220) reflections depicts single-colored regions ( Fig. 2m -p) that are internally homogeneous, showing no obvious inner side distortions. The results illustrate homogeneous structure for the S8 particle ( Fig. 2m ), but increasing degree of lattice heterogeneity with size ( Fig. 2n-p ). GPA has pointed before to a 5% crystal lattice deformation from (220) planes of ∼23 nm Fe x O@Fe 3-δ O 4 nanocubes, while that for the (400) (or (200) for a rock salt) family amounted to only ∼1%. [25] In summary, the evaluation of the number (Nr) of defects involving the (220) planes, implies that NPs of spherical morphology (S8, S15) carry a larger number of defects in their volume than the cubic ones, and those of smaller size (S8) are somewhat more susceptible to lattice faults than those of larger size ( Fig. S4 ; §S3.1 and Table S1 ). Effectively, such distorted (220) atomic planes ( Fig. 1b ) impose tensile lattice strain as the overall prevailing effect that is pronounced for the spherical morphology (cf. from 4-5% in the latter, drops down to 1-2% in cubic shape NPs; §S3.2 and Table S2 ).
Ensemble-average local structure
With the aim to go beyond the HRTEM findings and acquire quantitative phase-specific structural information from a large ensemble, we measured the synchrotron X-ray PDF of selected nanoparticle specimens and compared them to the bulk magnetite ( Fig. 3 ). As moderate Q-space resolution of the experimental setup used limits the PDF field of view in the r-space (r> 5-10 nm length-scales met in bulk), our analysis focuses primarily on the lowr region in the atomic PDF (r= 1-10 Å). This practically allows to describe the local structure through insights on bonding and lattice distortions within the Fe 3-δ O 4 and Fe x O unit cells.
Local structure distortions
Bulk magnetite was taken as a reference system against which subtle distortions of the atomic lattice planes in the nanoparticles could be identified. Initial refinements were performed with the simplified, normal spinel, cubic configuration of magnetite, (Fe 3+ ) 8 [Fe 3+ ,Fe 2+ ] 16 O 32 , [44] where the round brackets represent tetrahedral (Td) and the square brackets octahedral (Oh) coordination by oxygen crystallographic sites (i.e. model #1; this assumes no Fe 2+ /Fe 3+ inversion between Td/Oh sites). The atomic PDF in the low-r region for the bulk sample at 300 K is described well by this textbook model (R w = 8.8%). A somewhat lower quality of the fit at 80 K ( Fig. 4a ; R w = 9.6%) may infer some sensitivity to acentric distortions, beyond the r-space resolution of our measurements, caused by the Verwey transition of bulk magnetite. [45] The same textbook model (#1) was then utilized to model the xPDF data for nanoparticles of variable size and morphology. What is particularly striking is that between 300 K and down to 80 K, this cubic model, systematically fails to fit the peak at r∼ 3 Å (sample S8: Fig. 4b , R w = 18.1%; sample C12: Fig. S5a , R w = 11.9%). Importantly, this corresponds to the closest distance between the iron atoms that are octahedrally coordinated by oxygen in the structure of magnetite (forming a pyrochlore-type sublattice, Fig. 1b ). Moreover, the nearest distance of a pair of Fe-Fe in wüstite is also just above 3 Å. It may be expected then that if a detectably large volume fraction of wüstite phase is present in the NPs (cf. HRTEM for S15) then the intensity of the peak at r∼ 3 Å should be increased. In an effort to explore this, a two-phase cubic rock-salt and spinel (FeO -Fe 3 O 4 ) model was employed. This analysis showed that either in smaller nanocrystals (S8 and C12) or larger NPs (S15), the cubic symmetry model ( Fig. 4c ; R w = 13.6%), is somewhat misplaced with respect to the 3 Å observed radial distance distribution. Per present analysis and assessments of fits over broader r-ranges it appears that these nanoscale samples are highly non-uniform in terms of defects (vide-infra), and their structure is not quite cubic at high-r, and is neither so locally too.
For these reasons, the possibility of the nanoparticle local structure deviating from the ideal cubic lattice configuration has been factored-in. However, the modest Q-space resolution for resolving symmetry-lowering configurations beyond the local scale, and in turn limited PDF field of view, led us to utilize approximations implemented by space groups of higher symmetry. The exemplary case of maghemite (γ-Fe 2 O 3 ) drove this effort as it can be considered as Fe 2+ -deficient magnetite,
represented by the angular 〉 〈 brackets) [46] , [47] . Under this defect-based scheme randomly distributed vacancies result in an fcc lattice (model #1), but when their ordering is favored, either a primitive cubic (P4 3 32 symmetry, model #2) [48] , [49] structural variant could be stabilized, or a symmetry-lowering lattice distortion is triggered (P4 3 2 1 2 tetragonal symmetry, model #3) [50] , [51] .
Amongst these, only model #3 made a marked improvement in the description of the PDF peak positions from room temperature down to 80 K ( Fig. 4d, Fig. S5b, Fig. S6c ). The PDF intensities were accurately described when the Fe-site occupancies (η) were refined. The outcome indicates that nanoparticle samples of spherical morphology display the least occupied Fe-sites, namely: η-S8 < η-S15< η-C12 [i.e. 16.4(1)< 18.2(1)< 20.0(1), out of 24 Featoms / unit cell; Fig. S7 , §S7]. Along this trend comes the expansion of the in-plane (a-b) lattice dimensions and the contraction of the c-axis, which suggest a more pronounced tetragonal compression for the spherical (S8, S15 c/a∼ 0.975) rather than the cubic (C12, c/a∼ 0.985) morphology NPs.
Though the local symmetry change may be seen as a manifestation of the coupling between elastic and exchange energy terms, [52] which are likely optimized by the apparently larger strain in the nanospheres, subtle crystalline electric field effects due to a local tetragonal Jahn-Teller distortion, lifting the orbital degeneracy in Fe 2+ (3d 6 ), [53] cannot be either resolved or ruled-out by the structural xPDF probe on this occasion. Moreover, while we cannot completely discard the contribution of valence-swap induced distortion [with a fraction of Fe 2+ atoms occupying Fe 3+ sites and vice versa {cf. (Fe 3+ ) 8 [Fe 3+ ,Fe 2+ ] 16 O 32 }], [54] we emphasize that vacancy-driven effects are a plausibility as the relative G(r) peak intensities of Fe Oh -Fe Oh (r∼ 3.0 Å) and Fe Oh -Fe Td (r∼ 3.5 Å) change appreciably (vide-infra), whereas the one-electron difference between the Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ electronic configurations would effectively be unobservable in the xPDF peak heights. It is therefore inconceivable that observed dramatic changes in relative PDF peak intensities originate from invertedspinel-like electronic configurations.
Recapitulating the above PDF analysis, it is important to recognize the sensitive nature of the NPs, and especially those with spherical shape, in local structure non-stoichiometry. In particular, Fe-vacancies stabilize a tetragonally distorted local structure, while the tendency for tetragonalicity seems to be enhanced for the spherical particle morphology, inferring a relation to the larger number of defects in the volume, as implicated by the HRTEM based analysis as well.
Where the defects are located
The question as of how structural vacancies relate to different cation lattice sites is now tackled by comparing the observed, normalized G(r) patterns of the NPs against the bulk magnetite ( Fig. 5a ). Two types of radial distance populations, represented by the G(r) peakintensity, are considered. (a) Fe Oh -Fe Oh separations (r∼ 3.0 Å): When the single-phase NPs peak-intensity maximum is compared to that in the bulk stoichiometric Fe 3 O 4 a measure of the presence of Oh vacancies is witnessed. With the ratio being ∼0.8 and ∼0.9, for the S8 and C12 NPs, respectively, more Oh-Fe vacancies are supported in the nanospheres. For the larger NPs (S15) the enhanced G(r) suggests an increased rock-salt type of phase in their volume ( §1.2.1). (b) Fe Oh -Fe Td separations (r∼ 3.5 Å): The progressive diminution of the G(r) peak-intensity advocates also that the spherical nanoscale morphology (S8, S15) adopts noticeably more empty lattice sites than the cubic one (C12), conferring that their abundance is a shape-dependent phenomenon. [10] With the purpose of evaluating further if the vacancies have a site-specific preference, xPDF patterns were simulated, while the ratio of Fe-vacancy population at the Oh and Td sites was varied. The trend is similar assuming either the symmetry-lowering model #3 (Fig. 5b) or the cubic spinel model #1 ( Fig. S8b,c;  §S8 ). The progressive intensity diminution at r∼ 3.5 Å, when raw and simulated patterns are compared, corroborates to a significant volume of vacancies also at the Td Fe-sites (∼10-20%; Fig. S7 ), inferring a limited length of structural coherence. [55] This is in contrast to bulk spinel samples where intrinsic Oh Fe-vacancies mediate the structure and properties. [56] The significant content of vacancy distribution resolved by xPDF may infer emerging strains/stresses ( Fig. S9 and  §S9 ), reminding those in Fe x O@Fe 3 O 4 nanocubes probed by single-particle local structure techniques. [28] , [25] Overall, PDF indicates that during the self-passivation of wüstite, smaller NPs are singlephase, while larger ones attain a two-phase character. This size-mediated phase evolution is in agreement with the HRTEM findings, which also indicate that particles of spherical shape accommodate larger number of defects in their volume [cf. refined Fe-site occupancy η-S8 < η-S15< η-C12 [i.e. 16.4(1)< 18.2(1)< 20.0(1), where η= 24 Fe-atoms / unit cell of the bulk cubic spinel; Fig. S7 ]. Besides, PDF uncovers that in addition to vacancies commonly found at the Oh sites, Td-Fe is largely absent, fostering local tetragonal lattice distortions. These observations trigger questions about the impact of vacancies on the observed properties.
2 Nanometer scale effects on properties
Magnetic behavior
In view of the nanoparticles' deviation from perfect structural ordering their magnetic behavior is evaluated here because of its direct relevance to hyperthermia applications. A broad maximum in the dc magnetic susceptibility, χ(T), with an irreversibility between ZFC/FC curves ( Fig. 6a-c) , marks a characteristic temperature, T B , that separates the superparamagnetic state from the blocked state. [5] In addition, the χ(T) for the core@shell NPs (S15; Fig. 6c ) points to a sudden drop due to the paramagnetic to AFM transition (T N ) in wüstite and a subtle anomaly nearing the Verwey transition (T V ) of bulk magnetite. [29] , [34] , [35] Furthermore, the evolutions of the hysteresis loop characteristics ( Fig. S10 , Table S3 ; §S10) suggest that a processes beyond the coherent reversal of M is involved. In this, M(H) experiments under field-cooling (H cool = 5 T; Fig. 6d -f, Fig. S11 , S12), support the development of a macroscopic, exchange-bias field (H EB ) [16] . The quick rise of H EB for the S15 NPs, against the single-phase S8 and C12 ( Fig. 7, Fig. S13 , §S13), implies competing exchange interactions due to different kinds of interfaces.
In addition, all the NPs present a discontinuous step-like variation of the magnetization near zero field ( Fig. 6d-f, Fig. S12 ). The two-switching field distributions, marked by maxima in dM/dH, resemble the inhomogeneous magnetic behavior arising from coexisting magnetic components of contrasting H C s (e.g. of mixture of particle sizes [57] or compositions [58] ).
Here though, the HRTEM study of the Fe x O-Fe 3 O 4 NPs confers their single crystal character and narrow particle size distribution (Fig. S1 ). However, xPDF resolves Fe-site vacancies [V= (η-S8 or η-S15 or η-C12): η is the modeling-derived content per unit cell volume, η= 24 Featoms / cell of bulk cubic spinel], with V-S8 (33%) > V-S15 (25%) > V-C12 (17%). The existence of these defects seems to establish a spatial variation of the composition at the local level that 'turns on' the observed inhomogeneous magnetism.
Coupling of structural defects to magnetism
To shed light on how atomic-scale defects (e.g. Td Fe-lattice sites vacancies and local tetragonal distortions) couple to magnetism we utilized Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. For this purpose, our systems were approximated by a microscopic "core-surface" model, [59] , [60] however, with random defects introduced in the nanoparticle structure. These defects were described as weakly coupled FM pairs of spins with strong anisotropy, inferred from the symmetry-lowering local structure ( §1.2.1) of the NPs. Their soft FM character [61] was chosen to resemble that of V 4 -Td clusters of defect-units [due to coalescence of 4 Fe Oh -vacancies (V) around an Fe 3+ Td -interstitial] (Fig. 1a ) [41] out of which spinel magnetite has been claimed to nucleate during the oxidative conversion of Fe x O. [62] Assuming that the fraction of the FM pairs of spins (pinning bonds) is a tunable particle parameter, the evolution of (a) the low-field jump (ΔM/M S , estimates how many magnetic moments are switched) and (b) the exchange-bias (H EB ) has been quantified ( Fig. 8 ).
With the purpose to assess the former, ΔM/M S , we note that the surface is a large part for the smaller nanoparticles, i.e. ∼50% of the S8 and ∼35% of the C12 specimens, and both may assume a two-phase magnetic nature. The ΔM/M S changes may then be a manifestation of the character stemming from the exchange-coupled hard and soft ferro/ferri-magnetic phases in the two nanodomains. [63] As the number of pinning bonds increases in the main body of these NPs, MC calculations point that the defects' strong random anisotropy leads to exchange randomness rendering their two-phase magnetic nature more disordered. This leads to less prominent, ΔM/M S changes in the hysteresis loops ( Fig. 8) . What is concerned with the evaluation of the latter, H EB , we note that the defect-induced spin disorder within the core-like sub-domains reduces the overall magnetization ( Fig. S11, S12 ), but supports extra pinning centers that could impede easy coherent reversal [64] of the surrounding moments. In line with this are the MC simulations which indicate that in small S8 and C12 NPs without defects, exchange-bias is absent, but with increasing number of pinning bonds, the weakly bonded disordered defects compete with the ordered spins environment in the core and induce extra anisotropy, resulting in net exchange bias (Fig. 8) .
The behavior is depicted in the magnetic moment snap-shots of defected ( Fig. 9a-c ) versus defect-free ( Fig. 9d-f ) NPs. While for non-defected NPs the soft anisotropic core follows the applied field reversal, the existence of defects generates antiparallel spin components that promote the canting of the core towards the xy-plane ( Fig. 9 , S14, S15). The nanospheres' more defected internal structure generates adequate conditions that endorse exchangecoupling so that H EB -S8> H EB -C12 (while H C -S8< H C -C12, due to differences in the NPs' magnetic volumes). As magnetization states at the different kinds of interfaces are adjusted by H cool , for a matter of consistency, it is worth pointing out that MC simulations (Fig. S16) reproduce fairly well the experimental (Fig. 7 ) evolution of the hysteresis loop parameters (H EB , H C , ΔM/M S ) even for the larger S15 NPs ( §S16).
The defect-rich NPs discussed here broaden the picture that growth-approach mediated subtle, structural microscopic factors, [65] , [24] , [32] foster local-scale anisotropy that facilitates exchange bias in otherwise phase-pure, monocrystalline NCs.
Defect-driven magnetic heating
Ferrite nanocrystals, in magnetically-mediated biomedical applications, draw their versatility from the critical particle size (∼20 nm), [39] a factor which varies with the magnetic anisotropy. [40] In the present work we have demonstrated that surface atoms can respond differently than the core ones, a prominent effect for the smaller fully oxidized derivatives (≤12 nm) of the Fe x O-Fe 3-δ O 4 NCs. Although defect-elimination during synthesis can yield nanomagnetic agents (≥20 nm) with enhanced, concurrent diagnostic imaging and thermoresponsive performances, [33] structural defects at sub-critical particle sizes appear to offer a different exploitable pathway, compatible though with the biological limits (e.g. set by toxicity and patient discomfort). [66] Here, vacancies in self-passivated iron oxides of subcritical size (≤12 nm), act as pinning centers that favour the competition of exchange interactions, thus fostering local anisotropy enhancement. Benefits from the NPs' extended anisotropic properties may raise their application potential, as for example to afford heat generation beyond the bare susceptibility losses (Néel-Brown relaxation) mediated by finitesize effects alone ( §S17). [39] The MC simulations support that for small defected NPs (S8), where the effective anisotropy increases 5 times compared to the defect-free ones, the heat dissipation (specific absorption rate = SAR) is raised almost ten-fold, i.e. ∼450 W/g vs. ∼50 W/g, at 500 kHz under 37.3 kA/m (Fig. 9g ). For comparison, it is worth noting that experimentally, defect-free 9 nm Fe 3 O 4 NPs, exhibit a SAR of 152 W/g. [14] It can be envisaged then that nanoparticle selfpassivation leads to adequate perturbation of the periodic potential of the iron coordination by vacant lattice sites that in turn tweak the core to surface magnetic anisotropy ratio. Whether this might be an avenue to boost the thermal energy transfer at subcritical particle sizes (≤10 nm) by synergistic relaxation processes, warrants further exploration. Even in the absence of extended buried AFM/FM interfaces, [14] where beneficial exchange parameters attain efficient heat sources, smaller, heterogeneous nanocrystals (S8, C12) may be uncovered as useful heat-therapeutic agents.
Conclusions
The self-passivation of nanoscale wüstite (Fe x O) has been investigated as a testing ground to explore the consequences of thermodynamically unstable interfaces formed during the nucleation and growth of nanostructured iron-oxides. As conventional oxidation evolves, grown component phases give rise to single-crystal nanoscale entities with sub-domain Fe x O-Fe 3-δ O 4 interfacial connectivity. However, when the synthesis parameters are varied to attain smaller-size nanocrystals (≤12 nm) a spinel-like phase is nucleated alone. The compositional and structural complexity of these iron-oxide nanostructures is witnessed by single-particle transmission electron microscopy and complementary, phase-specific structural information, attained from a large ensemble by high-energy synchrotron X-ray total scattering experiments. These uncover that defects (with a significant volume residing at tetrahedral Fe-sites) alleviate a surprising tetragonal lattice compression in the spinel-like phases. The defects entail structural vacancies with an increased number density when the nanoscale morphology changes from cubic to spherical and the particle size shrinks. Moreover, magnetometry and Monte Carlo calculations show that the nanostructures' heterogeneous character reflects in a core-surface type of spin-configuration that favors two switching field distributions. Even without a contribution from uncompensated spins at conventional AFM/FM buried interfaces, as in larger core@shell Fe x O-Fe 3-δ O 4 nanocrystals, exchange-bias is unexpectedly evident, though much reduced, in the smaller size, fully oxidized particles. The latter, in line with the non-cubic local symmetry of the nucleated spinel phases, expresses the influence of local anisotropy fields, which apparently deviate from the easy-axis symmetry met in common iron-oxides, favoring canting into the xy-plane. The results corroborate that size-dependent evolution of the metal-cation valence state, produces pinning defects which promote the competition of the exchange interactions at subcritical sizes (< 20 nm). The concept raised here points that atomic-scale defect control in small particles (∼10 nm), typically hampered by the superparamagnetic limit, may act in favor of anisotropic properties for improved magnetism-engineered functionalities (cf. heating agents and thermo-responsive cellular processes).
Methods
Materials
All reagents were used as received without further purification. Oleic acid (technical grade, 90%), absolute ethanol (≥ 98%), octadecene (technical grade, 90%), hexane (ACS reagent, ≥99%) and sodium oleate powder (82%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Iron (III) chloride (FeCl 3 ·6H 2 O, ACS Reagent) was purchased from Merck. Iron (III) acetylacetonate was purchased from Alfa Aesar and oleylamine 80-90% was purchased from Acros Organics.
Syntheses protocols
Colloidal syntheses were carried out in 100 mL round-bottom three-neck flasks connected via a reflux condenser to a standard Schlenk line setup, equipped with immersion temperature probes and digitally controlled heating mantles. The reactants were stored under anaerobic conditions in an Ar-filled glovebox (MBRAUN, UNILab), containing <1ppm O 2 and H 2 O.
A gas mixture of 5% H 2 /Ar has been used as a protective/reductive atmosphere. The reductive atmosphere can help to maintain the Fe x O (wüstite) phase instead of the oxidized Fe 3 O 4 (magnetite) and/or γ-Fe 2 O 3 (maghemite) forms. Previous studies have shown that Fe x O crystallites formed under these synthetic conditions become rapidly oxidized after removing the reducing agent and exposing them to ambient air. [67] Very small particles tend to be fully oxidized to the spinel structure. A minimum diameter over ∼13 nm is needed for the nanoparticle to maintain its core@shell structure.
Preparation of iron oleate precursor
Iron (ΙΙΙ) -oleate was prepared before each nanoparticle synthesis and used as an iron precursor subsequently. Special care was taken to protect it from the light. The metal oleate precursor is formed by the decomposition of FeCl 3 ·6H 2 O in the presence of sodium oleate at 60 o C, based on a slightly modified literature protocol. [68] 16 mmol of FeCl 3 ·6H 2 O salt and 48 mmol of sodium oleate were dissolved in a mixture of solvents in a round bottom flask. 56 mL hexane, 32 mL ethanol and 24 mL distilled water were used as solvents. The mixture was heated to 60-65 o C under Ar atmosphere for 4 hours and then let to cool down to room temperature. The organic phase containing the metal oleate complex was separated from the aqueous phase using a separatory funnel, then washed with ∼30 mL distilled water and separated again. This process was repeated 4 times and at the end the metal organic complex was dried under stirring and mild heating for several hours, resulting in a viscous dark red oleate. The final product was stored in a dark place to protect it from light. Some mild heating to ensure its fluidness may be needed just before its use for each nanoparticle synthesis. The successful fabrication of the ferric oleate complex has been identified by the FTIR data (Fig. S18 ). [69] 
Synthesis of iron-oxide nanoparticles
The nanoparticles (NPs) were synthesized by employing modified literature protocols [69] , [34] , [70] , [18] aiming to produce the wüstite type of oxide (Fe 1-x O). In a typical synthesis 2-7 mmol of iron oleate were dissolved in octadecene in a flask under a reductive atmosphere. Oleic acid was used as surfactant and protective ligand, in a proportion 1:2 with respect to the iron precursor. The amounts of reactants were tuned so that a final Fe-oleate molar ratio of 0.2 mol/kg solution was achieved. The synthesis protocol includes three major steps. First, a degassing step at 100 o C for 60 min under vacuum is required for the complete removal of any water and oxygen residues. Then the mixture is heated to 220 o C with a heating rate of ∼10 o C·min -1
. At this temperature that lasts for 60 min the so-called nucleation step allows for the crystal seeds [92] to be generated for the successive formation of the nanocrystals (NCs). At the final stage, the mixture is heated to 320 o C where the nanocrystals' growth takes place. At the end of the synthesis the colloidal mixture was left to cool down at room temperature and the NCs were precipitated upon ethanol addition. They were separated by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 5 min, re-dispersed in hexane and then centrifuged once more after adding ethanol in a 1:1 ratio with respect to the hexane. The process was repeated two more times at a centrifugation speed of 1000 rpm. Addition of sodium oleate was proved to promote the formation of cubic NPs, as proposed in earlier studies. [70] We found that a metal precursor to sodium oleate ratio of 8:1 to 5:1 is adequate enough to realize such a shape transformation. Minor variations in this two-step heating protocol allows the tuning of the particle's size and the control of their size distribution. [18] , [71] The protocol gives rise to NPs with diameters up to 20 nm, with size-control attained by modifying the growth time (40< t< 90 min) at the final stage. An extended stay here produces even larger NPs, but beyond 60 min smaller-size particles are afforded, likely due to a ripening mechanism. Four iron-oxide colloidal nanostructures, with varying size and morphological features (videinfra), S8, C12, S15, C18 (S: spherical, C: cubic) were finally grown and stored as colloidal dispersions in ∼4 mL hexane in septa-sealed vials.
Characterization techniques
High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM)
Low magnification and high resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images were recorded, using a LaB 6 JEOL 2100 electron microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. All the images were recorded by the Gatan ORIUS TM SC 1000 CCD camera. For the purposes of the TEM analysis, a drop of a diluted colloidal nanoparticle solution was deposited onto a carbon-coated copper TEM grid and then the hexane was allowed to evaporate. In order to estimate the average size, statistical analysis was carried out on several low magnification TEM images, with the help of the dedicated software ImageJ. [72] The structural features of the nanoparticles were studied by two-dimensional (2D) fast Fourier transform (FFT) images acquired and analyzed by ImageJ.
With the purpose to highlight the defect structure of the nanoparticles we employed the Geometric Phase Analysis (GPA) method of Hÿtch et al.. [43] The HRTEM images were Fourier transformed and a region around one of the {220} peaks was selected with a circular window. This diffraction pattern was re-centered and inverse Fourier transformed to provide a real-space image whose phase (Fig. 2m-p) , represents the projection (onto the {220} reflection chosen) of the lattice shift of that particular region of the crystal relative to the average lattice. The single-colored regions are internally homogeneous, showing no obvious internal distortions, but have different phase shifts from their neighbors.
X-ray Pair Distribution Function (xPDF)
X-ray synchrotron-based PDF data were acquired at the 28-ID-1 beamline of the National Synchrotron Light Source II, Brookhaven National Laboratory. Each nanoparticle powder was encapsulated in a ∅1.0 mm kapton capillary, sealed at both ends with epoxy glue. The 28-ID-2 in PDF mode uses a Perkin-Elmer 2D image plate detector for fast data acquisition, but of relatively modest Q-space resolution which, in turn, limits the PDF field of view in r-space. Data were collected between 80< T< 400 K, making use of the beamline's liquid nitrogen cryostream (Oxford Cryosystems 700), with incident X-ray energy of 68 keV. Bulk magnetite powder (Fe 3 O 4 ) was utilized as a reference.
The atomic PDF [38] gives information about the number of atoms in a spherical shell of unit thickness at a distance r from a reference atom, and is defined as:
where ρ o is the average number density, ρ(r) is the atomic pair-density, and r represents radial distance. The raw 2D experimental data are then converted to 1D patterns of intensity versus momentum transfer, Q (= 4π sinθ/λ), which are further reduced and corrected using standard protocols, and then finally Fourier transformed to obtain G(r):
S(Q) is the properly corrected and normalized powder diffraction intensity measured from Q min to Q max . The experimental PDF, G(r), can subsequently be modeled by calculating the following quantity directly from a presumed structural model:
here, f stands for the X-ray atomic form factors evaluated at Q= 0, r ij is the distance separating the i-th and j-th atoms, and the sums are over all the atoms in the sample. In the 28-ID-2 experiments, elemental Ni powder was measured as the standard to determine parameters, such as Q damp and Q broad , to account for the instrument resolution effects. Experimental PDFs, based on modest Q-space resolution and a Q max = 25 Å -1 raw powder diffraction data, were fitted with structural models using the PDFgui [73] software suite.
Magnetic measurements
The magnetic characterization was conducted using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM, Oxford Instruments, Maglab 9T), operating at a vibration frequency of 55 Hz. The measurements of the temperature dependent magnetization, M(T), were carried out at 50 Oe at a fixed temperature rate of 1 K min -1 after either zero-field cooling (ZFC) or field cooling (FC) in 50 Oe from 300 K to 5 K. Selected M(T) measurements were also carried out at a different applied field (100 Oe). Hysteresis loops, M(H), were obtained at room temperature and at 5 K by sweeping the applied field from +50 kOe to -50 kOe and back to +50 kOe after cooling the sample from 300 K to 5 K under ZFC or an applied field 0 < H cool ≤ 50 kOe (FC). In the FC procedure, once the measuring temperature was reached, the field was increased from H cool to H = 50 kOe and the measurement of the loop was pursued.
While precautions were taken to maintain the integrity of the samples, their spontaneous chemical evolution led us to exclude one specimen from the in-depth discussion where magnetism and structural properties are correlated ( §2). This is because while TEM structural investigations were pursued soon after the sample growth, neither xPDF nor magnetic characterizations were readily available (due to remote facility timeline access restrictions) near the initial life-time of the samples. So, while four iron-oxide colloidal nanostructures were grown initially, their self-passivation into Fe x O-Fe 3 O 4 nanocrystals, led us to discuss magnetic data only for three samples (i.e. S8, C12, S15) for a coherent picture of structure -property relations.
Monte Carlo simulations
The simulations approximate the nanoparticles (NPs) by a microscopic "core-surface" model. [59] , [60] Three nanoparticle model systems were considered, with somewhat different morphological features, as these were probed experimentally in the S8, C12, and S15 specimens. The spins in the NPs were assumed to interact with nearest-neighbor Heisenberg exchange interaction, and at each crystal site they experience a uniaxial anisotropy. [35] , [74] , [75] Under an external magnetic field, the energy of the system is calculated as:
Here ! is the atomic spin at site i and ê i is the unit vector in the direction of the easy-axis at site i. The first, second and third terms give the exchange interaction between spins in the AFM core, in the FiM shell and at the interface between the core and the shell, respectively. The interface includes the last layer of the AFM core and the first layer of the FiM shell. The fourth and fifth terms give the anisotropy energy of the AFM core, K C , and that of the FiM shell, K shell , correspondingly; the last term is the Zeeman energy.
Parameters were chosen ( §S18) after careful analysis of the experimental magnetic behavior and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were implemented with the Metropolis algorithm. [76] The hysteresis loops, M(H), were calculated upon a field cooling procedure, starting at a temperature T= 3.0 J FM /k B and down to T f = 0.01 J FM /k B , at a constant rate under a static magnetic field H cool , directed along the z-axis. The hysteresis loop shift on the field-axis gave us an estimate of the exchange-field, H EB = -(H right + H left )/2. The coercive field was defined as H C = (H right -H left )/2. H right and H left are the points where the loop intersects the field-axis. The fields H, H C and H EB are given in dimensionless units of J FM /gμ B, the temperature T in units J FM /k B and the anisotropy coupling constants K in units of J FM . In this work 10 4 MC steps per spin (MCSS) were used at each field step for the hysteresis loops and the results were averaged over 60 different samples (namely random numbers). Figure 1 . Illustrations of the Fe-site arrangement in archetype face-centred cubic crystal types of bulk iron oxides: (a) the Fe x O (wüstite) rock-salt, defect-mediated structure, with octahedrally coordinated (by oxygen -not shown for clarity) ferrous (Fe 2+ ) sites (Oh) represented by dark green spheres, with large light green spheres depicting the interstitial ferric (Fe 3+ ) tetrahedral sites (Td) in the presence of four vacant (V) iron positions (light green), giving rise to the smallest V 4 -Td defect cluster (oxygen is depicted by red spheres); their coalescence is a likely pathway for (b) the Fe 3-δ O 4 (magnetite), representing the ferro-spinel family, where Oh Fe-sites are characterized by dark green spheres, Td Fe-sites by bright green spheres and a vacancy-bearing (220) lattice plane is highlighted. Both structural types accommodate trigonal pyramids of Fe-atoms, as a common building block.
FIGURES
Figure 2.
High-resolution TEM images in the [001] zone axes for spherical S8 (a), S15 (c) and cubic C12 (b), C18 (d) morphology nanocrystals. The corresponding diffraction patterns (e, f and h, g) after Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis of each micrograph are shown beneath. Green and yellow circles mark set of reflections that could be indexed on the basis of either wüstite (green) or/and magnetite (yellow) rock-salt and cubic spinel crystal unit cells (see text for details). Representative real space images of the (220) atomic lattice planes (inverse FFT synthesis; filtered from specific plane orientations) for the samples S8 (i), C12 (j), S15 (k) and C18 (l), respectively. Lattice planes have been colored with red (possible presence of atomic plane) and green (possible absence of atomic plane) pseudo-chrome acquired after inverse FFT process. Lattice phase contrast images obtained by the GPA method (see text) after re-centering the diffraction around one of the (220) reflections for samples S8 (m), C12 (n), S15 (o) and C18 (p).
S8
C12 S15 C18 Figure 3 . Experimental atomic xPDF data at 80 K for the single-phase S8, C12 and core@shell S15 nanoparticles plotted as a function of the radial distance, r up to 50 Å. The corresponding xPDF pattern for the bulk magnetite, measured under the same exact conditions, is provided as a reference material. The line over the data is the best fit based on the cubic spinel atomic configuration model (Fd-3m symmetry; model #1), and below the corresponding difference between observed and calculated xPDFs for bulk magnetite. Plot symbols: circular for spherical core-shell (S15) nanoparticles, triangular (S8) and diamond (C12) for single-phase spherical and cubic shape nanoparticles. 
